Freelance/Contractor Data Analyst

Be part of a great cause! An exciting freelance role in data analysis with Bali’s most influential education NGO.

Duties:
Build Business intelligence
Use specialist tools to extract the data needed
Respond to data-related queries and keeping track of these
Analyse data to identify trends
Set up processes and systems to make working with data more efficient
Research new ways to make use of data
Produce reports and charts communicating trends within data to non-specialists
Present information generated from data to clients and managers.

Education:

Degree in Statistics, Data Science, or related field

Minimum Requirements: 

- Good interpersonal skills
- Able to work independently or cooperatively
- Excellent communication skills both verbal and written
- Multitasker and organized
- Prepared to travel, coordinate with data collectors as required

Special Requirements:

- English proficiency
- Bahasa Indonesia fluency
- Strong experience in data analysis, systems and reporting
- Experience using Domo app an advantage

Contract remuneration will be discussed based on capacity, experience and background. Please send CV to nathan@balichildrenfoundation.org